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Eruption Source Parameters

• Prior to and during the

initial stages of an

eruption, commonly not

enough observations to

define eruption source

parameters (ESPs), for

example plume height

• Accurate quantification

of ESPs crucial for

reliable application of

ash dispersion models

Eyjafjallajökull eruption, 2010. Photo credits: 
Thorvaldur Karl Helgason (CC BY-NC 2.0)



Database History

2004:

Limitations in accuracy of ash-cloud model forecasts associated with
uncertainties in ESP noted during the 1st IAVWOPSG meeting

2005:

At the 2nd IAVWOPSG meeting, the US member tasked to devote a
year to improve quality of ESP used in VAAC forecast models

2007:

USGS organised a workshop on ESPs at the Cascade Volcano
Observatory, and a dedicated session organised at AGU

2009:

Database published to provide source parameters for simulations in
cases where no observations available



The Database 1

1. Volcanoes characterised in terms of type and 
historical activity, with 9 eruption types defined 
based on magma type and eruption size 

2. For each eruption type, key inputs for tephra dispersal models identified based 
on well known examples



Characterisation of some example volcanoes 
Grey indicates volcanoes with historical eruptions

The Database 2



The Database 3

• Current parameters for each volcano:

– Plume height

– Eruption duration

– Erupted volume

– Mass fraction of fine ash

Can be updated by 
observations 
during an eruption

Defined based on 
previous 
eruptions at a 
volcano



Potential Improvements

Database modification:
– Greater number of input parameters, e.g. total 

grainsize distribution

– Options for multiple scenarios or probability 
distributions for inputs at a given volcano

– Make source parameters customisable such that they 
are tailored to specific volcanoes

Accessibility:
– Post database online

– Allow qualified users to update database

– Develop streamlined integration with operational 
models



Integration with 

operational 

models

Enables fast 
application of 
models using 
default parameters



Feedback

• Keen to gather feedback from VAACs on:

– Is the database currently being used? How 

and by whom? And if not, where is ESP 

information gathered from?

– In examples when there are no observations, 

how is plume height estimated?

– Are there ways in which the database can be 

made more accessible?

– What other inputs would could be 

incorporated?


